The basal forebrain ostensibly plays a dual role in the modulation of cortical activation and behavioral state. It is essential for stimulating cortical activation in association with waking (and paradoxical sleep), yet also important for attenuating cortical activation and promoting slow wave sleep. Using juxtacellular recording and labeling of neurons with Neurobiotin followed by immunohistochemical staining for glutamic acid decarboxylase (GAD), we studied the discharge properties of identified GABAergic basal forebrain neurons in relation to electroencephalographic (EEG) activity in urethane-anesthetized rats to determine the part or parts that they may play in this dual role.
The basal forebrain ostensibly plays a dual role in the modulation of cortical activation and behavioral state. It is essential for stimulating cortical activation in association with waking (and paradoxical sleep), yet also important for attenuating cortical activation and promoting slow wave sleep. Using juxtacellular recording and labeling of neurons with Neurobiotin followed by immunohistochemical staining for glutamic acid decarboxylase (GAD), we studied the discharge properties of identified GABAergic basal forebrain neurons in relation to electroencephalographic (EEG) activity in urethane-anesthetized rats to determine the part or parts that they may play in this dual role.
The GABAergic neurons displayed distinct discharge profiles in relation to somatosensory stimulation-evoked cortical activation. Whereas a significant minority increased its average discharge rate, the majority decreased its average discharge rate in association with cortical activation. Moreover, subgroups displayed distinct discharge patterns related to different cortical activities, including very regular high-frequency tonic spiking within a gamma EEG frequency range and rhythmic cluster spiking within a theta-like frequency range during cortical activation. During irregular slow EEG activity in absence of stimulation, one subgroup displayed spike bursts correlated with cortical slow oscillations. As relatively large in size and also antidromically activated from the cortex, many GABAergic neurons recorded were considered to be cortically projecting and thus capable of directly modulating cortical activity. Subgroups of GABAergic basal forebrain neurons would thus have the capacity to promote cortical activation by modulating gamma or theta activity and others to attenuate cortical activation by modulating irregular slow oscillations that normally occur during slow wave sleep.
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Although the basal forebrain has been long considered to play an important role in the modulation of cortical activity and sleepwake states, its role has appeared to be dual and to comprise ostensibly antagonistic processes (for review, see Jones, 2000) . As the ventral, extrathalamic relay to the cerebral cortex from the brainstem reticular activating system, it was initially implicated in the stimulation of cortical activation (Starzl et al., 1951 ). Yet, together with the adjacent preoptic region, it was also shown to be important for cortical slow wave activity and slow wave sleep (Sterman and Clemente, 1962; McGinty and Sterman, 1968) . More recent studies applying neurotoxic lesions to the basal forebrain have also yielded seemingly contradictory results with some reporting deficits in cortical activation (Stewart et al., 1984; Buzsaki et al., 1988) and others reductions in slow wave sleep (Szymusiak and McGinty, 1986a) . Paralleling these are recent results applying electrical stimulation to the basal forebrain showing that some sites elicit excitation, whereas adjacent sites produce strong inhibition of cortical neurons (Jimenez-Capdeville et al., 1997) . The excitation was associated with enhanced release of acetylcholine (ACh), whereas the inhibition was not. These results confirmed the long conceived role of cholinergic basal forebrain neurons in cortical activation (Krnjevic and Phillis, 1963; Celesia and Jasper, 1966 ), yet also suggested a role for adjacent noncholinergic neurons in antagonistic processes that could be important for slow wave sleep.
Unit recordings in the basal forebrain and adjacent preoptic area during the natural sleep-waking cycle have revealed cell types that behave differently in relation to cortical activity and sleep-wake state McGinty, 1986b, 1989; Detari et al., 1987) . Some discharge maximally in association with cortical activation during waking called "wake-active", and others discharge maximally in association with slow wave sleep, called "sleep-active". Both types could be antidromically activated from the cerebral cortex and some sleep-active cells from the brainstem. These different profiles of activity suggest that different neurons are involved in fulfilling the dual role of the basal forebrain in promoting cortical activation and sleep.
By application of juxtacellular recording-labeling and immunohistochemical identification of basal forebrain neurons, we recently determined that identified cholinergic neurons fire during cortical activation, discharging in rhythmic bursts in association with theta and gamma EEG activity (Cape et al., 2000; Manns et al., 2000) . Intermingled with cholinergic are noncholinergic neurons, including a large population of GABAergic neurons, which outnumber the cholinergic and comprise cortically, in addition to caudally or locally projecting neurons (Gritti et al., 1993 (Gritti et al., , 1994 (Gritti et al., , 1997 . The aim of the present study was to characterize the discharge properties of basal forebrain GABAergic neurons in relation to cortical activity and to determine whether they may act in parallel with or antagonistic to the cholinergic neurons and thus potentially participate in processes of cortical activation or its attenuation. For this purpose, single units were recorded during irregular slow cortical activity and somatosensory stimulation-evoked cortical activation in urethane-anesthetized rats. Physiologically characterized neurons were labeled with Neurobiotin (Nb) by the juxtacellular technique and subsequently immunostained for glutamic acid decarboxylase (GAD).
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animals and surger y. E xperiments were performed on 60 adult male L ong-Evans rats (200 -250 gm; Charles River, St. Constant, C anada). All procedures were approved by the McGill University Animal C are Committee and the C anadian Council on Animal C are. The animals were anesthetized with urethane (ethyl carbamate; Sigma, St. L ouis, MO) using an initial dose 1.4 gm / kg, intraperitoneally and supplementary doses if necessary of 0.1-0.15 gm / kg, intraperitoneally, to insure an adequate level of anesthesia, as determined by the lack of response to pinching of the hind limb. Body temperature was maintained at 36 -37°C by a thermostatically controlled heating pad. According to procedures described in detail in a previous study , the anesthetized animals were positioned in a stereotaxic apparatus (David Kopf Instruments, T ujunga, CA) for both the surgery and subsequent recording. For EEG recording, stainless steel screws were placed over the retrosplenial cortex [anteroposterior (AP) Ϫ4 mm, lateral (L) Ϯ0.5 mm relative to bregma (Paxinos and Watson, 1986) ] and in the frontal bone as a reference. The retrosplenial (posterior cingulate) cortex was chosen for recording EEG because of the presence of a prominent theta rhythm during states of cortical activation that was moreover shown to not depend on hippocampal theta and input from the medial septum /diagonal band complex Leung and Borst, 1987) . For the purpose of antidromic activation of basal forebrain units and recording of the local field potential, a bipolar stimulating electrode was placed in the prefrontal cortex on each side (AP ϩ2.0 mm, L Ϯ1.0 mm, and V Ϫ2.0 mm). This region was selected for this purpose because it is known to receive afferents from GABAergic in addition to cholinergic basal forebrain neurons (Gritti et al., 1997) as well as to sit in the path of the major medial basalo-cortical fiber system (Saper, 1984; L uiten et al., 1987) .
Unit recording and labeling. Juxtacellular recording and labeling was done with an intracellular amplifier (IR-283; Neurodata Instruments, New York, N Y). Unit recordings were performed with glass microelectrodes, filled with 0.5 M sodium acetate and ϳ5.0% Nb (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA). Recorded units were characterized during spontaneous EEG activity and during somatosensory stimulation. The stimulation consisted of a continuous pinch of the tail applied by large, blunt forceps. Antidromic activation was tested from the prefrontal cortex. Antidromic responses were distinguished from orthodromic responses if they displayed a constant latency to stimulation, an ability to follow high-frequency discharge, and when present, collision with spontaneously occurring spikes. Orthodromic responses were frequently observed but were not analyzed in the present study. Spike widths were measured from positive inflection to first zero-crossing using Ͼ128 averaged spikes.
After the recording and characterization of isolated neurons, they were labeled using the "juxtacellular" method (Pinault, 1996) . In the majority of rats (58), only one cell on one side of the brain was submitted to the labeling procedure; in some rats (two), one cell on each side of the brain was so labeled. The animals then received an overdose of urethane and were transcardially perf used with a 4% paraformaldehyde solution.
Histochemistr y. Coronal frozen sections were cut at 30 m and incubated overnight in a primary antibody for GAD (rabbit anti-GAD antiserum, 1:3000; Chemicon, Temecula, CA). They were subsequently coincubated in a C y2-conjugated streptavidin (1:800) to reveal Nb and a C y3-conjugated donkey anti-rabbit antiserum (1:1000; Jackson ImmunoResearch, West Grove, PA) to reveal GAD immunostaining. Sections were viewed by fluorescent microscopy using a Leitz Dialux microscope equipped with a Ploemopak 2 reflected light fluorescence illuminator with Leica filter cubes for fluorescein (I3) and rhodamine (N2.1). C ell size was measured from film transparencies, and cells classified as small (Յ15 m) or medium-tolarge (16 -35 m) according to their large diameter.
Of the 62 cells submitted to the juxtacellular labeling procedure, 55 cells were recovered in sections from 53 brains that were also successf ully dual-immunostained for GAD and thus included in the analysis and results of the present study. In 51 brains, one Nbϩ cell was present, and in two brains, one Nbϩ cell was present on each side, yielding two cells, for a total of 55 Nbϩ cells. Accordingly, 55 of 62 cells (ϳ90%) were successf ully labeled and recovered after application of the juxtacellular procedure. The electrophysiological data from these NbϪ cells were not included in the Results of the study.
Data anal ysis. Analysis of physiological data were performed on 40 -80 sec periods during the spontaneous, prestimulation condition and the stimulation condition, as previously described in detail . To include the most stationary and artifact-free periods in the prestimulation and stimulation conditions, the epochs at the stimulation onset (ϳ1-2 sec) were excluded because they could be associated with transient DC shifts in the recording. For the EEG, spectral analysis was performed to determine the dominant peak frequency of the power spectra (square millivolts per hertz) in the low-frequency end of the spectrum and to calculate the amplitude of beta (15-29 Hz) and gamma band activity (30 -58 Hz) in the high-frequency end. The same EEG segments were analyzed by an autocorrelation f unction (ACF). For unit discharge, average discharge rate was calculated from the peristimulus histogram (PSH), and predominant instantaneous firing frequency was calculated from the interspike interval histogram (ISIH). Assessment of rhythmic and higherorder interspike interval tendencies was performed using an autocorrelation histogram (ACH). Determination of the dominant frequency of rhythmic ACHs was done using a fast Fourier transform to convert the ACH data to the frequency domain. Unit discharge was considered "rhythmic" if the spectrum of the ACH had a peak that was at least 3 times the amplitude of the average power. The spike-triggered average (STA) was used to estimate the extent of cross-correlation between spike-trains, and EEG activity and tested for being different from random (shuffled) spike trains with the Wilcoxon test. All analyzes of raw data were done using Matlab5 (MathWorks, Natick, MA) and statistical analysis using Systat 9.0 (SPSS, Chicago, IL). Figures were compiled using Adobe Photoshop 5.0 (Adobe Systems, San Jose, CA) for photomicrographs and Origin 5.0 (Microcal Software, Northhampton, MA) for plotting electrophysiological data.
RESULTS

Characterization of EEG and unit activity
Basal forebrain neurons were recorded and characterized in association with EEG activity before their juxtacellular labeling. Unit discharge was examined in relation to EEG occurring spontaneously and to that occurring during somatosensory stimulation under the urethane anesthesia ( Fig. 1) . Although in no case did the stimulation evoke a motoric response, it consistently caused a prominent change in the EEG. Its pattern shifted from irregular slow activity to rhythmic slow activity. The spontaneous, irregular slow activity contained prominent slow waves, which are similar to the slow oscillation (0 -1 Hz) (originally described in cats; Steriade et al., 1993) , as well as irregular delta waves. Because of variability in the level of anesthesia within and across experiments, the irregular slow activity during the prestimulation period varied in peak frequency from 0.3 to 2.4 Hz and in amplitude from 3.0 mV to 50 V as reflecting deeper to lighter levels of anesthesia. Also varying as a function of the depth of anesthesia, the EEG change evoked by the somatosensory stimulation (applied as continuous pressure to the tail) could be somewhat transient (ϳ20 sec) or long-lasting (up to the full duration of the stimulation, which was maintained for ϳ40 -80 sec). As measured during the period of stimulation, the evoked rhythmic slow activity varied in frequency from 2.2 to 4.6 Hz and amplitude from 350 to 50 V. Both in its rhythmicity and frequency, this rhythmic slow activity is the same as that previously described on the retrosplenial (or posterior cingulate) cortex and shown to be correlated with rhythmic slow activity in the hippocampus, corresponding to "theta" in urethane-anesthetized rats (Holsheimer, 1982) . Here, despite variability in the level of anesthesia resulting in variability in the spontaneous and evoked frequency and amplitude of the EEG, there was a systematic increase in the average dominant low-frequency spectral peak from 1.14 Ϯ 0.10 to 2.90 Ϯ 0.14 Hz (t ϭ 11.36; df ϭ 41; p Ͻ 0.001). This increase in low peak frequency was always associated with an increase in rhythmicity as evident in the ACF for the EEG (Fig. 1, II ) and was thus interpreted as a shift from irregular slow activity, indicative of the slow oscillation combined with delta activity, to rhythmic slow activity, indicative of a theta-like oscillation. In addition, there was an increase in high-frequency EEG activity with somatosensory stimulation, marked by a significant increase in the average amplitude of gamma band activity (30 -58 Hz; t ϭ 3.33; df ϭ 38; p Ͻ 0.01) and no significant change in that of beta band activity (15-30 Hz) across experiments. The increase in gamma EEG activity, which has been shown to reflect cortical activation in naturally sleepingwaking rats (Maloney et al., 1997) , is considered, together with the parallel appearance of theta-like activity, to reflect an increase in cortical activation evoked by somatosensory stimulation in the urethane-anesthetized rats.
Basal forebrain units were classified into two major categories according to whether they increased or decreased their mean average rate of discharge (by PSH measures) in association with the somatosensory stimulation-induced cortical activation. Although the change in firing rate was not always long-lasting ( Fig. 1) , the average rate during the stimulation as compared with that during prestimulation reflected the predominant response of the units (as verified statistically by t tests which compared all 1 sec epochs between the two conditions for each unit and were significant for 52/55). Units were respectively referred to as "on" or "off" for simplicity, even though only a small minority of cells discharged at frequencies of Ͻ1 Hz during either the prestimulation or stimulation conditions.
Identification and categorization of Nb؉/GAD؉ and Nb؉/GAD؊ neurons
Of 55 basal forebrain neurons, which were successfully labeled with Nb (Nbϩ) and processed for GAD immunohistochemistry, 21 were found to be GAD-positive (GADϩ), and 34 were GADnegative (GADϪ; Figs. 2, 3, Table 1 ). The Nbϩ/GADϩ and Figure 1 . Example of EEG and unit activity patterns before and during somatosensory stimulation. I, EEG ( A) from retrosplenial cortex and unit discharge rate (B, PSH of the rate of discharge in spikes per second) for periods preceding and during somatic stimulation conditions. The EEG ( C) and unit discharge ( D) traces are expanded for the period of transition from irregular slow cortical activity to rhythmic slow activity. Note the change in pattern of the EEG activity and concomitant increase in rate of tonic discharge by the unit. II, EEG analysis during prestimulation and stimulation conditions. EEG ACFs (in A, with correlation coefficient on vertical axes) and power spectra (with low-and high-frequency ranges, respectively placed in left and right insets) are shown for prestimulation and stimulation records. These indicate the shift from low-frequency irregular slow activity to a higher frequency rhythmic slow activity with stimulation, in addition to the concomitant increase in gamma amplitude seen in the high-frequency power spectra (data from neuron #9918014.) Nbϩ/GADϪ cells were distributed through the magnocellular preoptic nucleus (MCPO) and substantia innominata (SI) nuclei of the basal forebrain with a greater number of both located in the MCPO (Table 1) . The GADϩ and GADϪ cell groups were indistinguishable morphologically, because both were comprised of proportions of oval-to-fusiform (bipolar) and polygonal (multipolar) neurons (Table 1 ). The GADϩ neurons were all medium-tolarge neurons (range, 16.7-30.0 m in large diameter), whereas the GADϪ neurons, were comprised of some small neurons in addition to medium-to-large ones (range, 13.0 -31.1 m). figure) , and the exemplary cell from each subgroup (illustrated in Figs. 1 A-E, 3-7, respectively) is represented by the largest symbol. Scale bar, 1 mm. Acb, Accumbens nucleus; ac, anterior commissure; BST, bed of the stria terminalis; CPu, caudate putamen; DBB, diagonal band of Broca nucleus; f, fornix; FStr, fundus of striatum; GP, globus pallidus; LPOA, lateral preoptic area; LS, lateral septum; MCPO, magnocellular preoptic nucleus; MS, medial septum; oc, optic chiasm; OTu, olfactory tubercle; Pir, Piriform cortex; Ret, Reticularis nucleus; SIa, substantia innominata pars anterior; SIp, substantia innominata pars posterior; sm, stria medullaris. The major proportion of the cells in the total sample were on cells (67%), and a minor proportion were off cells (33%). Between the GADϩ and GADϪ cell groups, the respective proportions of on and off cells differed significantly, such that the GADϩ neurons represented the largest proportion of the off and the GADϪ cells the largest proportion of the on cells in the sample (Table 1) . In fact, the majority of the GADϩ neurons (60%) decreased their average discharge rate in response to stimulation, whereas the majority of the GADϪ cells (82%) increased their average discharge rate (Table 1) . Across the prestimulation and stimulation conditions, the discharge patterns of the sampled units were highly diverse. The predominant patterns were categorized, and the cells accordingly were grouped as manifesting across the two conditions: (1) a tonic mode of discharge, (2) a cluster mode of discharge in addition to tonic or irregular spiking, or (3) a burst mode of discharge in addition to tonic or irregular spiking (Table 1 ). The burst mode was characterized as recurring high-frequency spike bursts (Ͼ80 Hz), and the cluster mode was distinguished from bursting as recurring trains of spikes lacking in high-frequency spike bursts . GADϩ and GADϪ cell groups comprised cells of the three categories and did not differ in the proportions of cells in each (Table 1) . However, they did differ in the precise relationship of the unit discharge pattern to EEG activity (below). During stimulation-evoked cortical activation, the proportion of GADϩ neurons displaying low-frequency rhythmic discharge was less than that of the GADϪ neurons (24 vs 44%; Table 1 ; although not significantly so, p ϭ 0.13). Similarly, the proportion of GADϩ neurons exhibiting a cross-correlated discharge with EEG activity at low frequency was also less than that of the GADϪ neurons (19 vs 44%; Table 1 ; p ϭ 0.051). The proportion of GADϩ cells displaying high-frequency regular discharge, which met the criterion of rhythmic (33%), was higher than that of the GADϪ cells (15%; 2 ϭ 7.31; df ϭ 1; p ϭ 0.007).
Characteristics of Nb؉/GAD؉ cell subgroups
Although the Nbϩ/GADϩ cells could be characterized as comprising a majority of off and tonically discharging cells, their precise response to stimulation according to both frequency and pattern of discharge differentiated these cells into multiple subgroups with distinctive features. Of the GADϩ on cells, all fired in a predominantly tonic mode and were accordingly categorized as on (tonic). As a subgroup, they showed a significant increase in their average rate of discharge with stimulation (see Table 3 ). The GADϩ off cells, which collectively showed a significant decrease in their average rate of discharge with stimulation (see Table 3 ), fired in different patterns and were also accordingly further subdivided. Some cells, displaying a decrease in average discharge rate, discharged tonically during the prestimulation condition and discharged in spike clusters during stimulation with cortical activation, such that they were categorized as off (tonic/cluster) cells (see Table 3 ). Other cells displaying a decrease in average discharge rate, discharged in high-frequency bursts during the prestimulation condition to virtually cease firing with stimulation and thus be categorized as off (burst) cells (see Table 3 ). Last, other cells showing a decrease in rate discharged tonically or irregularly during both the prestimulation and stimulation conditions, accordingly being called off (tonic). The two major subgroups of GADϩ cells (on and off) differed morphologically in terms of their average large diameter with the off cells being larger than the on cells (t ϭ 2.055; df ϭ 18; p ϭ 0.055; Table 2 ). They did not differ according to their average spike width. Not all cell types could be antidromically activated from the prefrontal cortex, but the latency of antidromic activation did not differ among the subgroups that were so activated ( Table 2) . The Nbϩ/GADϩ on (tonic) cells (mapped in Fig. 3 ) represented the single largest subgroup of GADϩ neurons sampled (40% ;  Table 3 ). Several could be antidromically activated from the prefrontal cortex (n ϭ 3; Table 2 ). As illustrated in an exemplary cell (Fig. 4, corresponding to Fig. 2 A) , these on (tonic) cells increased discharge rate with stimulation and fired in a tonic mode at a moderately fast rate (up to 65 Hz according to PSH values), often during both prestimulation and stimulation conditions (Table 3) . As for the cell illustrated (Fig. 4) , GADϩ on (tonic) cells showed very regular spiking at relatively high frequencies (ϳ10 -50 Hz, according to ACH values). This spiking was considered to be rhythmic (according to the established criterion detailed in Materials and Methods) for some cells (four of eight) during irregular slow activity and for most cells (seven of eight) during the rhythmic slow activity and accompanying increased gamma on the EEG, which reflect stimulation-evoked cortical activation (Table 3) .
The Nbϩ/GADϩ off (tonic/cluster) neurons (mapped in Fig. 3 ), were the second largest subgroup of GADϩ neurons sampled (25%; Table 3 ). None of these could be antidromically activated a Mean Ϯ SEM values (with n in parentheses) for Nbϩ/GADϩ and Nbϩ/GADϪ cell groups and subgroups. GADϪ groups or subgroups were compared with homologous GADϩ cell groups or subgroups by ANOVA, and a significant difference was indicated by the specific symbol of the GADϩ group (shown in the first column) with which the comparison was made (with one symbol ϭ p Ͻ 0.05). b Large diameter of cell soma. c Spike width measured from initial positive inflection to first zero crossing. d Latency to antidromically activated spikes from prefrontal cortex. from the prefrontal cortex. As shown for an exemplary cell (Fig. 5 , corresponding to the cell in Fig. 2 B) , their firing pattern was tonic and moderately fast (10 -30 Hz) during prestimulation with irregular slow cortical activity, then shifted to a rhythmic cluster spike discharge with stimulation-induced rhythmic slow activity. Although their average rate of discharge decreased significantly with stimulation, their instantaneous firing frequency did not, and the stimulation within cluster spike frequency (15-55 Hz) was similar to the prestimulation tonic spike frequency (10 -40 Hz; Fig.  5 , Table 3 ). The cluster discharge during stimulation occurred rhythmically (at 1-2 Hz) in all (tonic /cluster) cells. It was also cross-correlated with the retrosplenial EEG signal in most cells (Fig. 5, Table 3 ), although typically not with the predominant spectral peak, but with a secondary peak of lower frequency. The rhythmic cluster discharge of some of these units was cross-correlated with the dominant spectral peak of the EEG signal from the prefrontal cortex (data not shown). The within cluster spike discharge was often rather regular (as for the cell shown in Fig. 5 ), although it did not reach criterion for being classified as rhythmic.
The Nbϩ/GADϩ off (burst) cells (mapped in Fig. 3 ) represented 20% of the GADϩ neurons sampled (Table 3) . Most of these cells were antidromically activated from the prefrontal cortex (n ϭ 3; Table 2 ). As illustrated for an exemplary cell (Fig. 6 , corresponding to Fig. 2C ), they typically fired in high frequency bursts (up to 550 Hz from ISIH values) during irregular slow cortical activity and often ceased firing altogether during stimulation-induced cortical activation. The burst firing of these neurons was reflected in the large difference between the average discharge rates (from the PSH) and instantaneous firing frequencies (from the ISIH) during both prestimulation and stimulation conditions (Table 3 ). The burst discharge during prestimulation occurred at similar frequencies (Ͻ1 Hz) as the irregular slow waves on the cortex and as for the cell illustrated (Fig. 6) , was in some cases cross-correlated with the slow EEG activity (Table 3) .
The Nbϩ/GADϩ off (tonic) cells (mapped in Fig. 3 ) represented the smallest proportion of the GADϩ neurons sampled (15%; Table 3 ). None of these cells could be antidromically activated from the prefrontal cortex (Table 2) . As for the cell illustrated (Fig. 7 , corresponding to Fig. 2 D) , GADϩ off (tonic) neurons tended to discharge in a slow (Ͻ5 Hz average rate according to PSH values) and irregular tonic manner in association with irregular slow cortical activity and to cease firing with stimulation-induced cortical activation (Table 3) . The spiking by these neurons was in some cases cross-correlated with the irregular slow cortical activity (Table 3) .
Characteristics of Nb؉/GAD؊ cell subgroups
That the majority of the Nbϩ/GADϪ neurons were on cells (Table  1) was reflected in a significant increase in their mean average discharge rate with stimulation (Table 3) . In their response to stimulation, they thus differed significantly as a group from the Nbϩ/GADϩ cells (Table 3) . Moreover, their average discharge rate during both prestimulation and stimulation conditions was significantly slower than that of the GADϩ on cells (Table 3) . In further contrast, the GADϪ on neurons were comprised of subgroups of cells with predominant tonic, cluster, and burst discharge patterns (Table 3 ). The GADϪ off subgroup significantly decreased its average discharge rate with stimulation and was not different in this regard from the GADϩ off subgroup. However, the a Mean Ϯ SEM (with n in parentheses) values are presented for the prestimulation and stimulation conditions for Nbϩ/GADϩ and Nbϩ/GADϪ cell groups and subgroups. Within each group or subgroup, measures were compared across the prestimulation and stimulation conditions by paired t tests for the unit discharge PSH and ISIH values and for the EEG spectral peak or by unpaired t tests for ACH and STA values (*p Ͻ 0.05; **p Ͻ 0.01; ***p Ͻ 0.001). GADϪ groups or subgroups were compared with homologous GADϩ cell groups or subgroups by ANOVA, and a significant difference indicated by the specific symbol of the GADϩ group (shown in the first column) with which the comparison was made (with one symbol ϭ p Ͻ 0.05, two symbols ϭ p Ͻ 0.01, or three symbols ϭ p Ͻ 0.001). Symbols in parentheses indicate that the GADϪ cell group differed from the GADϩ cell group according to a two-way ANOVA with group (GADϪ or GADϩ) as a between factor and condition (prestimulation and stimulation) as repeated measure within each group. Symbols out of parentheses indicate that they differed according to a one-way ANOVA between groups in the prestimulation or stimulation condition.
GABAergic and non-GABAergic cells' mean average discharge rate (PSH), instantaneous firing frequency (ISIH), rhythmic discharge rate (ACH), unit-to-EEG cross-correlation frequency (STA), and associated dominant EEG spectral peak during prestimulation and stimulation conditions
GADϪ off subgroup was different in being homogeneous and composed entirely of tonically discharging cells. The GADϪ cells were on average significantly smaller than GADϩ cells, and the GADϪ off cells were also significantly smaller than the GADϩ off cells (Table 2) . They did not differ significantly according to their spike width or latency of antidromic activation ( Table 2) .
The Nbϩ/GADϪ on (tonic) neurons (mapped in Fig. 3) represented the largest group of GADϪ neurons (35%; Table 3 ). Many of these cells were antidromically activated from the prefrontal cortex (Table 2) . As for the cell illustrated (Fig. 8, corresponding to Fig. 2 E) , these cells tended to fire regularly and to increase their average rate of discharge (PSH) without markedly changing their instantaneous firing frequency (ISIH ; Table 3 ). When compared with the Nbϩ/GADϩ on (tonic) subgroup, the average discharge rate of the GADϪ on (tonic) cells was significantly slower across conditions (Table 3) . Moreover, a lower proportion of these GADϪ cells (17%) displayed rhythmic high-frequency spiking during stimulation than the GADϩ on (tonic) cells (88%; 2 ϭ 19.87; df ϭ 1; p Ͻ 0.001; Table 3 ). They did not differ significantly in size, spike width, or latency of antidromic activation from the GADϩ on (tonic) cells.
As a group, the Nbϩ/GADϪ on (cluster) neurons (mapped in Fig. 3) represented the second largest subgroup of GADϪ neurons (29%; Table 3 ). None of these cells could be antidromically activated from the prefrontal cortex. Their average rate of discharge increased significantly with stimulation (Table 3 ) and simultaneously shifted from tonic or irregular spiking to a regular cluster discharge in association with stimulation-induced cortical activation (data not shown). This cluster discharge was rhythmic in all cells (Table 3 ). In the majority of cases, their rhythmic discharge was also cross-correlated with a signal in the retrosplenial EEG (Table 3) , although usually corresponding to a slower frequency, secondary peak here and the primary peak on the prefrontal cortex in the power spectra (data not shown). Some of these cells showed very regular to rhythmic high-frequency spiking within the spike clusters during stimulation (Table 3) . During the stimulationevoked cortical activation, the discharge pattern of the GADϪ on (cluster) neurons was similar to that of the GADϩ off (tonic/ cluster) neurons. During the prestimulation irregular slow activity however, they differed (as reflected in their different response to stimulation), having a significantly lower average discharge rate than the GADϩ off (tonic/cluster) cells (t ϭ Ϫ2.729; df ϭ 13; p ϭ 0.017).
The Nbϩ/GADϪ on (burst) neurons (mapped in Fig. 3 ) represented 18% of the GADϪ cell sample (Table 3) . One of these neurons was antidromically activated from prefrontal cortex ( Table  2 ). These cells discharged in an irregular manner during prestimulation conditions and shifted their discharge to high-frequency bursting with stimulation (data not shown). They displayed a significant increase in average rate of discharge (PSH) and greater, although insignificant, increase in instantaneous firing frequency (ISIH ; Table 3 ), reflecting their bursting activity. The discharge of most cells was rhythmic and cross-correlated with the retrosplenial EEG during stimulation (Table 3) , although with activity corresponding to a secondary peak on the retrosplenial EEG and a primary peak on the prefrontal cortex. These GADϪ on (burst) neurons did not resemble any GADϩ cells in discharge characteristics across conditions. The Nbϩ/GADϪ off neurons (mapped in Fig. 3 ) accounted for a small proportion of the GADϪ cells sampled (18% ; Table 3 ) and were composed entirely of off (tonic) neurons. One of these cells was antidromically activated from prefrontal cortex ( Table 2) . They tended to fire in a irregular slow tonic pattern with irregular slow cortical activity and to cease firing with stimulation (data not shown). They did not differ from Nbϩ/GADϩ off (tonic) neurons in their response to stimulation and average discharge rates across conditions. They were on average smaller in size than the GADϩ homologous subgroup (t ϭ Ϫ2.157; df ϭ 12; p ϭ 0.052; Table 2 ).
DISCUSSION
This, to our knowledge, is the first physiological characterization of immunohistochemically identified GABA-synthesizing basal fore- (7) high: 31.81 Ϯ 3.74 (7) brain neurons. GABAergic cells behave differently from nonGABAergic cells in terms of their discharge profile in relation to cortical activity. They comprise unique and distinct subgroups of neurons, which could collectively serve in the dual role of the basal forebrain in promoting cortical activation during waking and attenuating cortical activation during slow wave sleep. Moreover, particular subgroups display phasic discharge patterns that may modulate rhythmic gamma or theta oscillations during cortical activation and others, irregular slow wave activity during cortical slow wave activity. A minority, although significant (40%), of the GABAergic neurons increased their average discharge rate with somatosensoryevoked cortical activation, as compared with the vast majority (ϳ80%) of non-GABAergic neurons in the current sample and the totality of cholinergic neurons in our previous sample . All these GADϩ on cells discharged in a tonic mode and were distinguished from the GADϪ on cells, including specifically the on (tonic) cells, by their higher frequency discharge (up to 65 Hz). They were furthermore distinguished by the regularity of their tonic discharge, such that it met criterion for being rhythmic at high frequency in almost all cells during cortical activation. Their range of firing frequencies extended across the ranges of EEG activities corresponding to beta (15-30 Hz) and gamma (30 -60 Hz) activities, and shifted on average from a beta range into a gamma range with somatosensory stimulation. In naturally sleeping-waking rats, beta activity is higher during slow wave sleep than during waking, whereas gamma activity is higher during waking and highest during active or attentive waking behavior (and during paradoxical sleep), thus reflecting cortical activation in the rat (Maloney et al., 1997) . Here, gamma EEG activity was significantly higher during somatosensory stimulation than during the prestimulation condition. Large in size and antidromically activated from the prefrontal cortex, these presumed cortically projecting GABAergic neurons, could contribute by their high-frequency rhythmic discharge to the promotion and/or pacing of gamma EEG activity. Such action could be achieved through the cortical inhibitory interneurons, which GABAergic basal forebrain neurons innervate (Freund and Meskenaite, 1992) , by the rhythmic timing of their discharge with IPSPs. Accordingly, they would act in parallel with the cholinergic basalocortical neurons, because the cholinergic neurons increase firing in association with increased gamma , and ACh promotes gamma by providing a long-lasting facilitation to cortical interneurons and pyramidal cells (Metherate et al., 1992; Buhl et al., 1998) .
The majority of GADϩ neurons decreased their average discharge rate with somatosensory stimulation-evoked cortical activation and were, for simplicity, categorized as off cells. These off cells could be further subdivided into distinct subgroups. Among these, the off (tonic/cluster) cells were unique in their discharge profile. During prestimulation, they fired in a tonic spike discharge at a relatively high rate, in what would correspond to a beta range of EEG frequencies. During stimulation, although they decreased 4 and increases in rate in association with the stimulation-evoked EEG changes from irregular slow to rhythmic slow activity, indicative of cortical activation. II. EEG and unit analysis during prestimulation and stimulation conditions. EEG autocorrelation functions (ACF, in A, with correlation coefficient on vertical axes) and power spectra (with low-and highfrequency ranges, respectively, placed in left and right insets) are shown for prestimulation and stimulation records. These illustrate the shift from low-frequency irregular slow activity to a higher frequency rhythmic slow activity with stimulation and the concomitant increase in gamma amplitude seen in the high-frequency range of the power spectra. Unit autocorrelation histograms (ACH, in B, with normalized incidence on vertical axes) and ISIH (in insets on right) are shown for the same records. An expansion of the ACH is shown (below each) for shorter intervals along with the spectra of the ACH (as insets in top right corners in which † indicates rhythmic activity according to established criterion). Note that the unit discharge is moderately high and relatively regular during the prestimulation condition with a frequency at ϳ20 Hz and higher and very regular (such as to be considered rhythmic) with a frequency at ϳ40 Hz during the stimulationevoked increase in gamma activity and cortical activation. Fig. 1 A) . I, EEG and unit recording during prestimulation and stimulation conditions. EEG ( A) from retrosplenial cortex and unit discharge rate (B, PSH, plotting spikes per second) are shown for periods preceding and during somatic stimulation. The EEG ( C) is expanded and shown with the unit traces ( D) for each condition (below, left, and right). Note that the unit discharge is tonic during both the prestimulation and stimulation conditions their average rate of discharge, they shifted to a rhythmic cluster spike discharge, which was cross-correlated with the stimulationevoked theta-like EEG activity. They could thus potentially maintain target neurons in a nonrhythmic mode by their tonic discharge during irregular slow wave activity and then in a rhythmic mode by their cluster discharge during rhythmic slow activity. They would accordingly subserve a dual role in preventing theta during slow wave sleep and then promoting theta during waking (and paradoxical sleep). Noncholinergic neurons, which have been presumed to be, although not yet identified as, GABAergic neurons in the medial septum also discharge rhythmically and appear to be important in stimulating theta activity in the hippocampus (Lee et al., 1994; Dragoi et al., 1999) . The cluster discharge of the GADϩ off (tonic/cluster) cells recorded here resembled the cluster discharge of the GADϪ on (cluster) cells. Together, the cluster pattern of discharge of these two cell groups resembled that of noncholinergic cells previously described in vitro in the basal forebrain (Alonso et al., 1996) . Given the relationship of their cluster discharge to the EEG activity and their relatively large size, the GADϩ off (tonic/ cluster) neurons, like the GADϪ on (cluster) neurons, are likely to project to cortical areas (Zaborszky et al., 1986; Gritti et al., 1997) , even though they could not be antidromically activated from the prefrontal cortex. As previously found for the rhythmic bursting discharge of the cholinergic cells (which would correspond to the GADϪ on (burst) cells in the present sample), the rhythmic discharge of the cluster spiking cells tended to be cross-correlated with rhythmic slow activity that was slower than that of the primary retrosplenial theta-like activity and more similar to that of the prefrontal activity. Accordingly, the GABAergic cluster discharging neurons could serve, along with the other nonGABAergic cluster discharging cells, in parallel with the burst discharging cholinergic neurons to modulate cortical activity in a rhythmic slow manner at frequencies within the theta range but particular to a cortical region as well as behavioral state .
The GADϩ off (burst) and off (tonic) cells arrested their discharge in association with cortical activation. With respect to cortical activity, their profile of discharge is similar to that of neurons in the basal forebrain and adjacent preoptic area that were characterized as sleep-active in naturally sleeping-waking, freely moving animals (Szymusiak and McGinty, 1986b; Koyama and Hayaishi, 1994) . The majority of sleep-active cells were inhibited by stimulation of the midbrain reticular formation, locus coeruleus, or by iontophoretic application of noradrenaline (NA) (Szymusiak and McGinty, 1989; Matsumura, 1994, 1995) . In brain slices, a small proportion of noncholinergic basal forebrain neurons were identified that were hyperpolarized by NA and ACh, and thus proposed to potentially represent slow wave sleep-active neurons (Fort et al., 1998) . Also in brain slices more recently, a major 4 Figure 5 . Nbϩ/GADϩ off (tonic/cluster) cell (#03/25/LM2 shown in Fig.  1 B) . I, Note in the PSH ( B) , that the average rate of discharge decreases in association with cortical activation ( A). At the same time, the pattern of discharge changed from tonic spiking during prestimulation to a cluster discharge pattern ( D) in association with the appearance of rhythmic slow activity that occurred on the EEG ( C) during stimulation. II, Note in the analysis, that after stimulation, the EEG shifted from irregular slow activity to a faster rhythmic slow activity, accompanied by an increase in gamma activity. During stimulation the unit discharge is rhythmic (in the ACH shown in B) at ϳ2 Hz (as evident in the power spectrum of the ACH shown in inset on top left). The expanded ACH for the stimulation condition (drop down) indicates that the high-frequency activity within the spike clusters is relatively regular at ϳ40 Hz (but does not meet criterion for being rhythmic). STAs (shown in C) of the unit-to-EEG cross-correlation (with millivolts on vertical axes) indicate that the correlation for the unit (black line) is significantly different from that for the randomized-spike train ( gray line, Wilcoxon test; *p Ͻ 0.05). The power spectrum for the unit-to-EEG STA is shown (in inset). Note that the cross-correlated unit-to-EEG activity occurs at a frequency of ϳ2 Hz, which did not correspond to the prominent EEG rhythmic slow activity or spectral peak but to a secondary peak in the power spectrum (shown in A with inset on top left). See Figure 3 for further explanation of measures.
proportion of neurons in the adjacent lateral preoptic area has been shown to be inhibited by these neurotransmitters and identified (by PCR) as potentially GABAergic (Gallopin et al., 2000) . Together with the present results, it would appear that a population of GABAergic neurons distributed through the basal forebrain and in partial continuity with cells in the preoptic region, which are inhibited by ascending activating impulses transmitted in part by noradrenergic and cholinergic fibers (Jones and Cuello, 1989) , may serve to dampen cortical activation and promote slow wave sleep.
The GADϩ off (burst) cells fired high-frequency bursts associated with the irregular cortical slow waves during the prestimulation condition. These neurons appear similar to a type of sleepactive cell recorded in the preoptic area and adjacent basal forebrain of freely moving rats that discharged in a phasic manner during slow wave sleep (Koyama and Hayaishi, 1994) . They may also be similar to cells in the septum that discharge in association with hippocampal sharp waves (Dragoi et al., 1999) . GADϩ off (burst) cells were identified by antidromic activation as cortically projecting neurons, and their discharge was cross-correlated with the irregular slow activity on the cortex. They could accordingly fire in a synchronous manner with the (Ͻ1 Hz) slow oscillation (or delta waves, 1-4 Hz) of slow wave sleep, during which cortical neurons discharge in a highly synchronous slow manner (Steriade et al., 1993) . GABAergic off (burst) basal forebrain cells could thus attenuate fast cortical activity while modulating irregular slow activity during slow wave sleep.
Nbϩ/GADϩ off (tonic) neurons discharged in single spikes at very low average rates (Ͻ5 Hz) in association with irregular slow cortical activity and virtually ceased firing with cortical activation (Ͻ1 Hz). These cells appear to be similar to sleep-active neurons that were described in the cat as firing at Ͻ10 Hz during slow wave sleep and Ͻ1 Hz during waking (Szymusiak and McGinty, 1986b) . Some of the latter neurons were antidromically activated from the cortex, others from the brainstem (Szymusiak and McGinty, 1989) . In the present sample, none of the GADϩ off (tonic) cells could be antidromically activated from prefrontal cortex. However, given the relatively large size of these GADϩ cells, it is likely that they are projection neurons and could project to cortical areas (Gritti et al., 1997) . On the other hand, given the full range of cell sizes among projecting cells, it is also possible that they could project to subcortical regions, including the thalamus (Asanuma and Porter, 1990; Gritti et al., 1998) and posterior hypothalamus or brainstem (Gritti et al., 1994) . Accordingly, they could be involved in attenuating cortical or subcortical activity in a slow tonic manner during slow wave sleep.
In conclusion, the unique and distinct GABAergic basal forebrain cell subgroups identified here reveal GABAergic neurons with the potential to act in parallel with cholinergic and other noncholinergic cortically projecting neurons such as to promote and/or pace gamma activity [by GADϩ on (tonic) Fig.  1 D) . I, Note the virtual cessation of discharge (in the PSH in B) with somatic stimulation that evokes cortical activation in the EEG ( A). In association with the irregular slow EEG activity during prestimulation ( C), high-frequency bursting occurs (D, including inset with blow up below on 4 left). II, Note in the analysis of the EEG a shift from irregular slow to faster rhythmic slow activity with stimulation. The unit analysis for prestimulation indicates the high-frequency spike mode (at ϳ200 Hz in the ISIH in B) reflecting the bursting and the slower frequency activity reflecting the recurrence of the bursting at a similar frequency as the EEG activity (at ϳ1.2 Hz, evident in the ISIH, ACH, and spectrum of the ACH for the unit in B and in the spectrum of the ACF for the EEG in A). The unit discharge was significantly cross-correlated with the EEG (as shown in the STA in C) at this same frequency (evident in power spectrum in inset). See Figures 3  and 4 for further explanation of measures. Fig. 1C) . I, Note in the PSH ( B), the marked decrease in discharge and in the recording ( C), the relatively tonic slow discharge of the unit in association with the irregular slow activity of the EEG ( C). II, Note in the analysis, the shift in EEG activity from the irregular slow activity to a higher frequency rhythmic slow activity. Also note, the slow (8.5 Hz mode in ISIH) and relatively irregular discharge of the unit ( B) and the lack of relationship with the EEG (B, C) . See Figures 3 and 4 for further explanation of measures. Figure 8 . Nbϩ/GADϪ on (tonic) neuron (#03/23/R2 as shown in Fig. 1 E) . I, Note the increase in average discharge rate ( B) and regularity of discharge, which becomes clearly tonic ( D) in association with cortical activation (A, C) during stimulation. II, Note in the analysis that with stimulation the EEG shifts from irregular slow activity to a faster rhythmic slow activity, concomitant with an increase in gamma activity. The tonic discharge of the unit shows no sign of rhythmicity in the high-frequency range (B with drop down) in contrast to the Nbϩ/GADϩ on (tonic) cell (shown in Fig. 3 ). See Figure  3 for further explanation of measures.
